G-CODE

Holsters and Accessories
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At Edge-Works Manufacturing Company we have no interest in slick marketing schemes. Our focus has been, and will always be, to provide real solutions to our customers through innovation and uncompromising quality. This is why all our products are 100% made in the USA and backed with a lifetime factory warranty. Our competitors call it crazy; our customers call it confidence but we see it as our rightful commitment to those who have put their trust in us.

Scott V. Evans  
Director of Operations  
Edge-Works Manufacturing Company

We have been quietly making the finest gear in the industry since 1997.
What is a premium holster?

In short; a premium holster “works”! No excuses and no surprises. It performs properly over and over, feels comfortable all day, and makes you look good doing it. The G-Code line of holsters defines premium.

“Fit” is foundational to function. The fit of the G-Code line of holsters is second to none.

“Features” enable performance. G-Code designs incorporate nothing less than the best combination of working elements.
G-Code is the first and only ALL modular holstering system.

Within the realm of tactical carry many variables determine what is “best” for any given situation.

The G-Code Modular system enables one holster to be completely interchangeable with an entire family of carry components.

Change between a variety of paddles and belt-slides or switch between drop leg mounts and tactical vest carry.

G-Code holsters are completely adaptable to best meet the user’s specific needs.

G-Code’s patent pending RTI System takes this concept to new levels with a secure, quick attach, detach and reattach capability.
The RTI is an advanced carry system designed for the tactical user. The system allows the operator to quickly and securely transition the holster or magazine carrier based upon changing mission requirements.

Move from the leg or belt carry platform to the vest and back again.

Simply unlock the unit and snap, click and lock at the new location.

The RTI System can be adapted to ANY G-Code holster
GHS Series Holsters are precision formed two part construction.

GHS Series Holsters are:
- Tension adjustable
- Completely modular and interchangeable with all Standard and RTI carry accessories.
- Suitable for: Concealed carry, range work, and selective tactical uses.
- GHS Series Holsters come with a Life-Time Warranty.
- GHS Series Holsters are Available in: Right and Left hand.
- Colors Include: Black, OD Green, Foliage Green, Coyote Tan, and New “Tactical Fuzz” coatings.
Precision
OSH Series Holsters are precision formed one part construction.

OSH Series Holsters are:
- Tension adjustable
- Completely modular and interchangeable with all Standard and RTI carry accessories.
- Suitable for: Concealed carry, range work, and selective tactical uses.
- OSH Series Holsters come with a Life-Time Warranty
- OSH Series Holsters are available in: Right and Left hand
- Colors include: Black, OD Green, Foliage Green, Coyote Tan, and New “Tactical Fuzz” coatings.
Smooth is FAST!
G-Code XST

XST Series Holsters are an advanced tactical carry platform intended for real world use.

• Tension adjustable with an additional over the top, power assisted, retention canopy.
• Completely Modular and interchangeable with all Standard and RTI carry accessories
• Suitable for: Rugged environments where long distance movement and rapid weapon availability are factors.
• All XST Holsters come with a Life-Time Warranty
• Available in: Right and Left hand
• Colors include: Black, OD Green, Foliage Green, Coyote Tan, and New “Tactical Fuzz” coatings.
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Speed = Power
SOC Series Holsters are an advanced tactical carry platform intended for real world use.

- Fully adaptable to various Weapon Mounted Light combinations.
- Tension adjustable with an additional over the top, power assisted, retention canopy.
- Completely Modular and interchangeable with all Standard and RTI carry accessories.
- Suitable for: Rugged environments where long distance movement and rapid weapon availability are factors.
- All SOC Holsters come with a Life-Time Warranty.
- Available in: Right and Left hand.
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Seeing service around the world, SOC Holsters are the first choice of many qualified users.
Magazine Carriers

All G-Code Pistol Magazine Carriers are:
- Ambidextrous
- Tension adjustable
- Multi-positional
- Designed for secure carry
- And rapid deployment

GSM Series
“Single Magazine Carrier”

GDM Series
“Double Magazine Carrier”
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Rifle Magazine Carriers

GRM Single Rifle Magazine

GRM Double Rifle Magazine
Concealed Carry

“Comfort Carry” IWB (In the Waist Band)

Deep concealment
Secure carry
Rapid deployment
Safe re-holster
All-Day comfortable carry

The G-Code “Comfort Carry” IWB adaptor can be attached to ANY G-Code holster.
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Engineered to function when needed.

RTI Shoulder harness is:

Completely adjustable,

Comfortable and lies flat for low profile.

Suitable for over garment or under garment carry applications

G-Code design features result in a precise balance between security, comfort, concealment and weapon availability.

G-Code Holsters ride high and close to the body providing a near “zero” signature when carrying concealed.
Standard Accessories

GCA 01
Multi Positional
Small Paddle

GCA 05
Multi Positional
Large Paddle

GCA 11
Multi Positional
Large Paddle

GCA 12
Duty Mount
Belt Slide

GCA 14
15° Belt Loop

GCA 15
Straight Drop
Belt Loop

GCA 16
Universal
Belt Slide
Adjustable up to 2.25 Inches

GCA 23
Three Row
MOLLE Claw

GCA 80
Comfort Carry
IWB Adaptor
R/H or L/H

GCA 86
GRM MOLLE
Adaptor

GCA 74
REAC Drop Leg

GCA 75
DLS Drop Leg
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RTI Accessories

- GCA 23 RTI 3 Row MOLLE Claw
- GCA 25 RTI Multi-Positional
- GCS 29 RTI Paddle
- GCA 30 RTI Duty Drop
- GCA 37 RTI Belt Slide
- GCA 42 RTI H-MAR
- GCA 71 RTI DLS Drop Leg
- GCA 72 RTI REAC Drop Leg
- GCA 87 RTI MOLLE Adaptor for Tactical Belt
Color Options

G-Code items are available in four standard colors.

More innovation and more options than ANY other.
“Tactical Fuzz” is a synthetic outer laminate. This outer layer presents a softer surface that:

- Significantly reduces noise during movement.
- Lowers the rig’s reflective signature in the IR spectrum.
- Blends with the surrounding environment.

“Tactical Fuzz” has a near 0% water absorption rate and is permanently bonded to the holster’s outer surface.

Tactical Fuzz is an available upgrade on ALL G-Code holsters and magazine carriers as well as select G-Code accessories.

Available in: Black and Coyote Tan

Outer Layer Coatings are another example of G-Code’s Cutting Edge innovation.
See our web site at www.range5.com or www.tacticalholsters.com for more information and ordering instructions.

With G-Code holsters, presentations are:
Smooth, Solid, and Clean

All G-Code items have “rock solid” construction; allow a full firing grip on the weapon and easily integrate with our modular carry system.

Lifetime Warranty

G-Code Holsters and Accessories
Are produced by
Edge-Works Manufacturing Company
Holsters and Accessories

Setting the Standard for Innovative Tactical Carry Systems

Precision Fit enables Crisp, Clean Break on the Draw; Confidence in Carry & Speed in Presentation.

All G-Code Products are Backed with a Lifetime Factory Warranty!

Quality is the Difference

G-Code products are 100% Made in the USA by: Edge-Works Manufacturing Company
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